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“Improvement usually means doing something
that we have never done before.”

Shiego Shingo, well-known expert on Lean manufacturing practices at Toyota

Lean Manufacturing (or Lean Management) is a systematic method 
for waste minimization applicable to any industrial processes. It 
requires the manufacturer to understand and eliminate all the 
non-value-added elements around any action or process in order to 
focus only on what a customer is willing to pay for. 

Capitalizing on the “Lean” mindset, TEEPTRAK solutions can be 
connected to any machine, workstation or control point to help 
identify all types of wastage. By combining new technologies with the 
know-how of operators, PerfTrak records, qualifies and consolidates 
machine performance losses to generate continuous improvement in 
a very cost-effective and intuitive manner.

PerfTrak systems can be installed quickly in a wide range of situations 
(compatible with nearly every type of manufacturing equipment) to:
- Track operating time and down-time (date, duration, cause)
- Identify root causes of performance losses  
- Visualize production information through user-friendly analysis tools 
(product count, losses history, Pareto of losses, dashboard of KPIs, 
automatic reports, alarms, etc.).

PERFTRAK
A LEAN SOLUTION

“There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which
should not be done at all.”

Peter F. Drucker, Founder of Modern Management



“PERFTRAK systems paid theselves simply by freeing up people 
that are now able to focus on Value Added tasks instead of 

collecting data and preparing periodic reports”

Christophe Pasquet, Monozukuri, PRF (Costing), Factory of the Future, PSA Caen

IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT

The machine park is diversified and 
the production steps are varied

Several machines are old with limited 
to none connectivity capabilities 

Accessing electrical cabinets to connect 
an external monitoring system usually 
requires a long and uncertain validation 
from the internal engineering team

Investment is under strict control 
and financial resources are limited

CHALLENGES

For its factories producing discrete mechanical parts 
(gears, shafts, hub carriers, etc.), the company 
wanted to retroactively connect its machines to track 
their performance in a precise manner in order to 
better identify the root causes of non-performance 
issues.

A French car manufacturer has several factories 
which produce and assemble vehicle parts. The 
company is a world leader in this field but is facing 
increasing competition. This is why it decided to 
accelerate the digitalization of its factories to improve 
the utilization rate of its equipment and remain 
competitive.

RETROFIT OF A GEAR MANUFACTURING
FACTORY IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRYCASE STUDY 1
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This installation allowed the factory to create time 
savings and to reassign operators on improvement 
missions rather than putting them on formerly 
time-consuming reporting tasks.

Operators now feel even more involved than 
before in the factory’s continuous improvement 
processes thanks to the Internet of Things. This is 
helping the factory to pursue its digitalization in a 
lasting manner.

           RETURN ON INVESTMENT     < 1 YEAR

The PerfTrak technology was selected to meet this 
challenge connecting ninety (90) machines within a 
few weeks. The systems automatically identified 
stoppage durations and their respective root-causes. 
Forty (40) monitoring screens were also deployed in 
workshops to visualize key production information.

Because of project size and deployment urgency, the 
operators were trained by the TEEPTRAK team over 
three days to correctly install and use our systems. 
After this training, the client’s teams were able to 
implement and configure additional systems across 
the whole factory by themselves without external 
support.



product count, alarms, automatic reports, 
performance indicators, history of losses, etc. No 
engineering skill is required to extract and visualize 
data: PerfTrak interfaces are particularly intuitive for 
entering losses’ root-causes and monitoring 
performance in real-time. They also allow operators 
to easily understand which priorities to focus on.

Over a three-month test period, the factory has 
been able to increase its OEE on one type of 
equipment from 47% to 72% and quickly make the 
PerfTrak system cost-effective. 

         RETURN ON INVESTMENT   < 1 MONTH

Many performance tracking systems had been 
identified by the factory but a vast majority of them 
were expensive, complex and/or required a long 
implementation period.

By selecting PerfTrak, the factory gave priority to 
the simplicity of use and installation offered by the 
system. Thanks to its external installation without 
any intrusion into machines and IT systems, a 
complete PerfTrak system can be implemented 
within two hours on any equipment.

Unlike many other performance tracking systems, it 
delivers simple analysis tools that can be used by 
operators and managers on a daily basis: Pareto, 

IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT

Teams don’t have factual machine 
performance data

Investment is under strict control 
and financial resources are limited

Technology must be reliable, easy to 
install and to use by the operators on a 
daily basis

Technology must be cost-effective to
allow large-scale deployment

CHALLENGES

Because of the importance given to operational 
excellence, the company wanted to purchase a 
performance tracking system which is reliable and 
efficient with quick return on investment.

One of the world’s leading rubber processing 
companies, and a supplier to the automotive and 
aeronautics industries, was looking for cost-effective 
and intuitive technologies to monitor the production 
of one of its surface treatment factories.

PERFTRAK ON A STEAM CLEANING MACHINE
WITH DISCRETE PARTSCASE STUDY 2
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On the web interface, changeover times are now 
measured to the nearest second, which removes one 
of the most critical time-wasting processes in the 
factory.

With PerfTrak technology, workshop OEE has 
gained ten productivity points (from 75 to 85%) 
within a few weeks. Building on that success, the 
solution is now implemented in several of the 
company’s factories in India and Thailand.

         RETURN ON INVESTMENT   < 1 MONTH

Thanks to the fully “external” PerfTrak systems, the 
factory was able to uniformly connect the machine 
park without any expensive and complex 
integration into machines, industrial robots or IT 
systems. 

By automating equipment tracking, PerfTrak allowed 
the factory to visualize the main root causes of 
performance losses in real-time and on a daily basis. 
Teams have been able to detect some organizational 
issues thanks to PerfTrak analysis tools such as 
Pareto of losses (display of the main origins of losses) 
or automatic reports. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT

The factory lacks visual references of 
equipment effectiveness

Production information is incomplete 
and irregularly extracted

Data consolidation is done by week or 
by month without daily monitoring

CHALLENGES

In the Anti-Reflective coating department, production 
output has been monitored for years without a clear 
understanding of change-overs, maintenance and 
tests impact (duration, frequency, etc.).

The company wanted to have a “ready-to-use” and 
custom-made solution to measure its efficiency.

A world-leading manufacturer of optical lenses has 
been operating for several years in China.

The improving know-how of Chinese operators has 
prompted the company to raise wages, leading it to 
adopt new technological processes in order to 
improve equipment productivity and reduce waste. 

INSTALL PERFTRAK ON AN OPTICAL LENSES 
SURFACE TREATMENT LABORATORYCASE STUDY 3
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“We noticed a 29% increase of production volume in pieces per hour after installing PerfTrak 
on a single machine. This represents more than 19k€ additional revenue per year.”

C.M. Ropiot, Production & Maintenance manager, CI manager, Filec (Amphenol Group)

Moreover, the factory could precisely define its 
average cycle times on every machine and type of 
product through the use of Big Data. The daily 
utilization of PerfTrak led the teams to take corrective 
actions which led to a production volume rise of 29% 
within 4 months. 

Bonus: Transition from paper-based downtime 
monitoring to the PerfTrak intuitive user interface 
improved workstation ergonomics (screen at eye 
level), brought operators greater comfort and 
reduced time spent on writing.

          RETURN ON INVESTMENT  < 1 MONTH

Installed within one hour, the PerfTrak system 
allowed teams to automatically and precisely give 
information about the duration and root causes of 
downtimes. The one-day training of teams, done in 
the afternoon after the installation, made them fully 
autonomous for subsequent deployments.

PerfTrak also allowed the factory to free managers 
from time-consuming paper-based reporting tasks.

Performance data is now correctly exploited in real 
time thanks to :
  - Reliable acquisition of downtimes
  - Standardization of loss categories 
 - Full appropriation of performance information by 
operators 

IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT

Difficulties in reliably measuring 
and quantifying performance 

Unknown cycle times

Paper-based reporting and lack of 
human resources to process data

CHALLENGES

Internal continuous improvement tools were not 
effective enough to reach this goal because of the 
unreliability of the extracted data, combined with 
the lack of resources to correctly process it.

Due to high production speed, they were looking for 
an automatic performance monitoring system.

After installing a new crimping machine manually fed 
by operators, a cable manufacturer wanted to 
identify and quantify its performance losses.

Realizing the full potential of the equipment and 
defining production speed standards were both 
critical and urgent concerns.

MONITORING OF A SEMI AUTOMATIC CRIMPING
MACHINE WITH HIGH VOLUMES OF ELECTRIC CABLESCASE STUDY 4
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Ready-to-use, easy to install and easy to configure
Only a Wifi-spot is required

THE ADVANTAGES OF
PERFTRAK

Solutions are independent to current information systems
No connection to electric cabinets is needed

Retroactively compatible with most machines and production setups

All-in-one : hardware, software and standard features included.
No extra cost

Internally developed Android tablet
made for harsh industrial environment

Maintenance almost non-existent and achievable by internal resources

No more paper-based & time-consuming reporting tasks

Competitive price

A simple supervision interface with access rights for
operators, managers & administrators

Values and involves all teams and their experience
through the use of new technology



Since 2016, PerfTrak has been implemented in more than 50 factories 
worldwide in several types of industries and company sizes (SMEs and MNCs)

PERFTRAK
WORLDWIDE

Some of our clients:
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